GEMEINSAM.SICHER
in Österreich

Community Policing in Austria
OUR DILEMMA

objective security

subjective sense of security
Objective security & sense of security

- Participation
- Cooperation
- Prevention
- Repression
Possible Partners of a Security Forum

Security partners

- Citizens
  - contribute actively to security issues

- Local council for security
  - interface between police and local authority

- Security coordinator
  - link between police and security partner on district level

- Head of local police station
  - person responsible for the project GEMEINSAM.SICHER at the police station

- Security officer
  - local contact person at the local police station for security partners

- Organisations Institutions Authorities
  - voluntary platform for the purpose of finding common solutions and to implement them in the respective area of competence
Process for Security Fora

1. Hear and address concerns and identify problems

2. Determine concerned security partners together and communicate the planned security panel for the purpose of transparency (via security partners)

3. Implement security panel together with concerned persons who are ready to participate actively in order to
   a) Establish a common understanding of the issue and
   b) Develop approaches cooperatively

4. Agree on competences and measures who will take over which tasks, timeframe – documentation and communication

5. Implement agreed measures take measures with regard to the field of competence – document results

6. Communicate results internally and externally
Strategy for Fighting Terrorism

MACROSOCIAL APPROACH

„civil“ commitment (civil society)  governmental authorities (police & judicial system)

Radicalisation (process)  Cooperation  Event
Examples For Strategic Security Partnerships

**FOCUS:**
- cybercrime in the banking sector

**FOCUS:**
- physical ATM attacks
- cybercrime
- shoplifting
- gang crime
- pickpocketing
- substance accompanying crime

**FOCUS:**
- organized begging
- physical ATM attacks
- shoplifting
- gang crime
- pickpocketing
- terror, amok & taking hostage
- substance accompanying crime

**FOCUS:**
- organized begging
- shoplifting
- gang crime
- pickpocketing
Security forum “Rapoldipark Innsbruck”

All “outdoor offences” Jan-June 2017 / 2018 acc. to Crime Monitor (SIMO) system

Schutzzone Rapoldipark

1.HJ_2017: 65
1.HJ_2018: 23
contact & information

gemeinsamsicher@bmi.gv.at
stefanie.wilhelmi@bmi.gv.at
www.gemeinsamsicher.at
www.bundeskriminalamt.at
Thank you for your attention!